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● Developed by CUL applications team
● Content management for a Fedora repository
● Input through web UI or .csv
● Controlled vocabulary management
● DOI registration
● Automated record creation
● Multimedia annotation











Illustrated Map of Constantinople ("Byzantium Nunc Constantinopolis"). 1624
Hyacinth Users
Backend (input)
● Catalogers for digital collections and 
institutional repository
● Customer orders for digitization
● Marc record sync for items in Voyager ILS
● SWORD feeds for IR deposits and 
dissertations
Frontend (output)
● Academic Commons - institutional repository
● Digital Library Collections
● Special Collections custom sites
● DOI registration through DataCite Notes on the language of the Tsuutʼina tribe. ca 1910
Scope and Charge
A cross-divisional working group that will articulate the needs of 
diverse users, departments and collections is necessary to 
ensure collaboration, effectiveness, efficiency, transparency, and 
innovation in order for the system to continue to evolve.  
The Hyacinth User Group
● designs, improves, and documents shared workflows. 
● provides a hub for software support and issue tracking.
● facilitates communication between users and 
developers.
● selects controlled vocabularies.
● advises on metadata elements and schema mapping.
● manages shared projects, such as authority control, 
metadata cleanup, and user testing.
● recommends features for future development.
The Hyacinth User Group
Chinese poster illustrating the 
story of Moses ca. 1932
Relatedness
Issue




● Scholarly communications staff
● End users
Method
● Discussions at Hyacinth User 
Group
● Joint development of use cases 
and specifications (shared 
documents)
Fig.: Carnegie Corporation of New York. Report 
of the president, the secretary & the treasurer. 
1942
Relatedness
Joint development of use cases and specifications: Challenges
● Incorporating all use cases into a MODS-based data model
● Deciding what to omit to prevent unnecessary bloat in the data model
● Determining preferred modeling when there are several possible ways to 
model
Fig.: Target MODS output for a related item element, with a type “succeeding”
Relatedness
Joint development of use cases and specifications: Outcome
● A single complex relatedItem element with several subelements: type, 
title, name, part number, identifier, Columbia content




Source: id.loc.gov, FAST, AAT, Geonames, iso639-2b, 
Crossref Funder Registry, ISNI, etc.
Used for: Agents, Culture, Form/Genre, Subjects, Languages, 
Rights Statements, Funder, Roles
Local
Used for:  Collection (archival), Location (repository)
Temporary
Used for: Situation when a URI is coined during data ingest. 
The term could not be reconciled during metadata creation 
or when metadata is mapped over from another data store, 




Coming soon: Hyacinth 3 
Who is a Hyacinth user?
● Granular admin permissions 
● User specs on a field-by-field 
basis
● A space for documentation & 
training standards 
Future Developments 
● Priority-setting after big projects
● Guard against over-specialization
● Clear and thorough documentation
● User assessment 
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